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Stocks 2020? 
     We have had a very good year for stock market prices. It’s always a good 
idea to get some historical perspective on where we are and where that might 
lead going into the next year.  
     
     PE ratio is the ratio of a stock’s profit compared to price. A PE ratio of 20 
shows a 5% profit compared to the price. PE of 10 shows a 10% profit, etc. 
The current PE ratio of the S&P 500 is 23.6 (Dec 22 2019). The historic PE 
ratio of the S&P 500 is 15.7 (2018). What that tells us is when we buy one of 
the stocks in the 500 we are paying 33% more than the historic average for the profit they are reporting.  
    
     Depending on which source and time frame you use, historically the 500 has yielded 4.3% on average. Today the 
yield on the 500 is 1.75%. Reinvesting dividends long term can make up as much as 40% of your total return in the 
500.  
    
      Some of the biggest names in investing today buy back shares and plow profit into expanding market share in-
stead of paying dividends. Times have changed some. Amazon, Facebook and Google pay no dividends. Google, 
Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Microsoft make up approximately 16% of the S&P 500 level. To put it another way 5 
companies, or 1% of all the 500 companies, control 16% of the index level. Just because you own the 500 index 
does not mean your money is diversified 500 ways.  
   
      Some of the historical data on the 500 goes back to the 1870’s and there is reason to believe some old infor-
mation may not be all that accurate. Overall we are paying more for profit when we purchase a stock now compared 
to the average.  
    
     Does that mean we could divert to mean in 2020 which would mean stocks would go down in price? The long 
and short answer is no because there has not necessarily been a correlation. Fear and greed drive stock prices short 
term; longer term it starts to become more rational, and profit/dividend yields mean the most.  
     
     If the major companies can improve profit in 2020 we should be fine, and that depends a great deal on consumer 
spending, the economy and jobs. We have record employment in this country right now and that is the great elixir 
for stocks and the economy. Employment cures a ton of social ills as well.   
    
      OK, I will go out on a limb and say 5% to 6% advance in stock prices for 2020 and dividends could add some. 
That might bring the return of the S&P 500 for 2020 to 8%. If that happens I will take it. Home building is starting 
to pick up and that’s very good for the economy.  My unofficial polling of the market pundits for 2020 shows most 
feel the market might pivot to favor value stocks and the financial sector 
might prove to be a place to invest along with better international returns.  
 
    Always expect the unexpected. Diversification and long term win the 
day. 
 
Thanks, 
Andy McClung CFP TM 
 Zutosmoney.com/ suredividend.com/ Investopedia.com/ Yahoofinance.com  

 

2019 Market Results 
S&P 500                      +28.9%  
NASDAQ Composite   +35.4% 
Dow Industrials            +22.3%  
Russell 2000                 +23.7% 
Dow Global                  +21.5% 
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